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TRANSVERSE FIELDS PRESERVING THE TRANSVERSE
RICCI FIELD OF A FOLIATION

jEONG HYEONG PARK AND SHINSUKE YOROZU

1. Introduction

Let (M, g, iJ) be a connected, orientable, closed, p+q dimensional
Riemannian manifold with a transversally orientable foliation :J of
codimension q and a bundle-like metric g with respect to iJ. Let RicD
be the transverse Ricci field of i] with respect to the transverse Riem
annian connection D, where D is a torsion-free and gQ-metrical
connection on the normal bundle Q of :J. ,We consider the transverse
projective (or, conformal, Killing) fields of i]. It is trivial that a
transverse Killing field s of i] preserves the transverse Ricci field of
iJ, that is, 8(s)RicD=O. Here we denote by 8(s) the transverse Lie
differentiation with respect to s. The purpose of this note is to prove
the following theorems:

THEOREM A. Let (M, g, i]) be as above. Suppose that iJ is harmonic
and q~2. If a transverse conformal field s of i] satisfies 8(s)RicD=O,
then s is a transverse Killing field of i].

THEOREM B. Let (M, g, iJ) be as above. Suppose that i] is harmonic
and q~2. If a transverse projective field s of i] satisfies 8 (s) RicD=O,
then s is a transverse Killing field of i].

If we consider the case of foliation by points, then the above theo
rems imply the well-known results ([lJ): Let (M, g) be a connected,
orientable and closed Riemannian manifold, and let Ric be the Ricci
tensor field of type (0,2) on M. If a conformal (or, projective) vector
field Y on M satisfies O(Y)Ric=O, then Y is a Killing vector field on
M, where O(Y) denotes the Lie differentiation with respect to Y.
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We shall be in Coo-eategory and deal only with connected, orient
able, and closed (=compact and without boundary) manifolds. We
assume that foliations are transversally orientable. We use the following
convention on the range of indices: l::;;;i,j, "'5,p, p+l5,a, {J, ••• 5,p
+q. The Einstein summation convention will be used.

2. Preliminaries

Let (M, g, fJ) be a P+q dimensional foliated Riemannian manifold
with a foliation ;} of codimension q and a bundle-like metric g in the
sense of Reinhart [8]. The foliation;} defines an integrable subbundle
E of the tangent bundle TM over M. The quotient bundle Q=TM/E
is called the normal bundle of fJ. Let 11:: TM-- Q be the natural
projection. The metric g defines a map a: Q -- TM with 11: 0 a=
identity and induces a metric ~9 in Q ([2J, [6J). The transverse
Ri~man~ian co~ection D is a connection in· Q that is torsionfree and
metrical with respect to gQ ([2J, [6J, [9J).

In a flat chart U(xi; x") with respect to ;} ([8J), a local frame field
{Xi, X,,} = {o/,axi, ojox"-Ai"oloxi } is called the basic adapted frame
field of ;} ([6J, [8J, [10J). Here Ai" are functions on U with g(Xi ,

X,,) =0. It is trivial that [Xi} (resp. [X,,}) spans F(Elu) (resp.
F(E.ll u», where E.l=a(Q) denotes the orthogonal complement bundle
of E in TM. Hereafter, we omit the term "Iu" for simplicity. We
set that gii=g(Xi, Xi)' g"p=g(X", X p), (gii) = (gii)-l, and (gaP) =
(g"p)-l.

Then we have

LEMMA 1 ([10J). It holds that DX;11:(X,,) =0, Dx ;Dxa11:(XfJ) =0,
and DXa11:(Xp) = DXfJ11: (X,,).

LEMMA 2 ([10J). It holds that [Xa, X 8JEF(E).

The curvature R D of D is defined by RD(X, Y)t=DxDyt-DyDxt
Drx,YJt for any X, YEF(TM) and tEF(Q). We notice that i(X)RD
=0, where i (X) denotes the interior product with respect to X E

F(E). Thus, for any u, vEF(Q), the operator RD(u, v) : F(Q) -
F(Q) is a well-defined endomorphism ([2J), that is, RD(u, v)t=D,;(u)
D,;(v)t-D,;(v)D,;(u)t-D[,;(u),,;(v)]t. The Ricci operator PD of ;} is given
by PD(t) =gaPRD(t, 11: (X,,) ) ·11:(Xp) ([2J), and the transverse Ricci field
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RiCv of ;:} is defined by

Ricv(t, u) =gQ(Pv(t), u)

for any t, uE r(Q).
We set V(;:}) = {YEr(TM) I [Y,X]Er(E) for any XEr(E)}.

An element of V (;:}) is called an infinitesimal automorphism of ;:} ([2J).
We set VC;:}) = {sE r(Q) Is=n(Y) and YE V(;:})}. The transverse Lie
differentiation (9(s) with respect to s=n(Y) EVW) is given by

(9(s)t=n([Y, YeJ)

for any tE r(Q) with n(Ye) =t and YeE r(TM) ([2J, [4J). The
transverse divergence divvt of tE r(Q) with respect to D is given by
divvt=gaP. gQ(Dxat, n(Xp», and the transverse gradient gradvf of a
function f is given by gradvf=gaPXa(f) 'n(Xp) ([3J, [6J).

For any s=n(Y) EV(;:}), we have an operator Av(s) : r(Q) 
r(Q) defined by Av(s) =(9(s) -Dy ([2J).

DEFINITION ([2J, [4J, [5J). If sEV(;:}) satisfies (9(s)gQ=2fs·gQ where
fs is a function on M, then s is called a transverse conformal field
(t. c. f.) of ;:} and fs is called the characteristic function of s. If sE
V (;:}) satisfies (9 (s) gQ=O, then s is called a transverse Killing field
(t. K. f.) of;:}. If sE V (;:}) satisfies ((9(s) Dht=(f}s (X) ·t+(f}s(u(t» 'n(X)
for any XE r(TM) and tE r(Q), where (f}s is a I-form on M, then
s is a transverse projective field (t. p. f.) of;:} and (f}s is called the
characteristic form of s. If sEV(;:}) satisfies (9(s)D=O, then s is called
a transverse affine field (t. a. f.) of ;:}.

Then we have

LEMMA 3. (((9(s)D) [Xr.xa]n(Xp) =0 for any sEV(;:}).

PROPOSITION 1 ([6J) . If s is a t. c. f. of ;:} with characteristic function
fs' then divvs is a foliated function on M (i. e. , divvs has constant values
on leaves) and divvs=q·fs.

PROPOSITION 2 ([6J). If s is a t. p. f. of;:} with characteristic form
(f}s, then divvs is a foliated function on M, d(divvs) = (q+I)(f}s, and
(f}s(X) =0 for any XEr(E).

PROPOSITION 3 ([6J). If s is a t. c. f. of;:} with characteristic function
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fs, then it holds that

(8(s) Dha7l:(Xp) = {Xa(fs)o~+Xp(fs)o~-XT(fs)gapgT.} ·7l:(X.)

where o~ denotes the Kronecker's delta.

Let 17 be the Levi-Civita connection with respect to g. The foliation
~ is harmonic if gij7l:(J7x;Xj) =0, that is, ..=-gij (Dx ;7l:) (Xj) =0 ([2J,
[3J). We notice that H=gii(J7x;XjhJ..=gij. {EJ..-eomponent of J7x;XA
is called the mean curvature vector field of each leaf of ~. Thus
harmonic foliation ~ means that all leaves of ~ are minimal submani
folds M. Then we have

THEOREM 1 ([6J, [l1J). Let (M, g, ~) be as above. If ~ is harmonic,
then it holds that

f divntdM=OM .

for any tEF(Q).

THEOREM 2 ([6J). Let (M, g,~) be as above. If ~ is harmonic,
then every t. a. j. of ~ is a t. K. j. of~.

THEOREM 3([7J, [9J). Let (M, g,~) be as above, and let L1 be the
Laplace-Beltrami operator acting on functions on M. Then it holds the
following decomposition of L1: L1f=O'f+O~f+H(f), for any
function f on M.

In Theorem 3, an operator 0' is defined by 0' f=_gijXi(Xj(f»
+gii(J7x;Xjh(f), where ( h denotes the E-eomponent of ( ). If f
is a foliated function on M, then we have that L1f=O~f+H(f),

where D~f=-gaPXa(Xp(f» +gaP(J7xaXphJ.(f).

3. Proof of Theorem A

Let sE iT(~) be a t. c. f. of ~ with characteristic function fs. For
any t, uEF(Q), we have

(8(s) RiCD) (t, u) =2fs' gQ(PD(t) , u) +gQ( (8(s) PD) (t), u)
(8(S)PD) (t) =-2fs'PD(t) +gaP(8(s)RD) (t, 7l:(Xa»7l:(Xp).

Thus we have

(#) (8(s) RicD) (t, u) =gaPgQ( (8(s)RD) (t, 7l:(Xa) )7l:(Xp) , u).
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We calculate «8(s)RD)(n(Xr),n(Xa»n(Xp) using Lemmas and
Propositions in the above section. Then we have

«8 (s)RD) (n(Xr) , n(Xa»n(Xp)
=-Xa(Xp(ls» ·n(Xr) + (f'xaXphl.(ls) ·n(Xr)

-gap·Dxr gradDIs+grp·Dxa gradDIs+Xr(Xp(ls» 'n(Xa)
- (f'xrXp) El. (Is) ·n (Xa),

and, since gaPXr(Xp(Is» ·n (Xa) - gaP(f'xrXphl. (Is) 'n (aXa) =Dxr
gradDIs, we have

gaP(8(s)RD) (n(Xr) , 1r(Xa) )n(Xp)
= {-gaPXa(Xp(ls» +gaP (f'xaXphl. (Is)} ·n(XT)

- (q-2) . DXr gradDIs
= O~/s·n(Xr) - (q-2) ·Dxr gradDIs'

By (#), we have
(8(s) RicD) (n(Xr) , n(X.»
=gQ(gaP(8(s)RD) (n(XT), n(Xa»n(Xp), n(X.»
=gr.· O'~/s-(q-2) . gQ(Dxr gradDIs, n(X.».

Since gr·gQ(Dxr gradDIs, n(X.» = - O~/s> we have

gr·(8(s)RicD) (n(Xr), n(X.» =2(q-l)· D'~/s'

By our assumption: 8(s)RicD=O and q;;::::2, we have that O~/s=O.

Since ~ is harmonic (i. e., H=O) and Is is a foliated function on M,
by Theorem 3, we have L1ls=O so that Is=const. on M. Proposition
1 and Theorem 1 imply that Is vanishes identically. Thus s is at. K. f.
of ~.

4. Proof of Theorem B

For any s=n(Y) EV(~), we have

(e(s) RicD) (n(Xr), n(X.»
= Y(gQ(PD(n(Xr», n(X.») -gQ(PD(8(s)n(Xr», n(X.»

-gQ(PD(n(Xr» , e(s)n(X.»
=gQ«DYPD) (n(Xr», n(X.» +gQ(PD(Dyn(Xr», n(X.»

+gQ(PD(n(Xr», Dyn(X.» -gQ(PD(8(s)n(Xr», n(X.»
-gQ (PD (n(Xr) ), e(s)n(X.»

=gQ«e(S)PD) (n(Xr», n(X.» -gQ «AD(s) PD) (1r(Xr», n(X.»
-gQ(PD(AD(s)n(Xr», n(X.» -gQ(PD (n (Xr»,AD(s)n(X.».

We have
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=gaP(8(s)RD) (n(Xr), n(Xa»n(Xp)

+gaPRD (n (Xr) , AD(s)n(Xa»n(Xp)

+gaPRD(n (Xr) , n(Xa»AD(s)n(Xp),

grEgQ«8(s)PD) (n(Xr» , n(XE»
=grEgaPgQ«8(s)Rn) (n(Xr) , n(Xa»n(Xp), n(X.»

+grEgQ(PD(AD(s)n(Xr» , n(XE»
+grEgQ(PD(n(Xr», AD (s) n (XE) ).

Thus we have

grE(8(s) RicD) (n (Xr), n(XE»
=grEgaPgQ«8(s)RD) (n(Xr) , n(Xa»n(Xp), n(XE»

-gr.gQ( (AD(s) PD) (n(Xr» , n(XE».

On the other hand, we have

grEgQ«AD(s)pi» (n(Xr» ,n(XE»
=grEgQ(AD (s) (PD(n(Xr», n(X.»

-gr·gQ(PD(AD(s)n(Xr» , n(XE»
=grEgQ(PD(n(Xr» , tAD(s)n(XE»

-grEgQ(AD(s)n(Xr), Pn(n(XE»)
= -gr·gQ(PD(n(Xr», (An(s) -tAD(s) )n(X.»
=0

because the operator PD (resp. An(s) -tAD(s» is symmetric (resp.
skew-symmetric) with respect to gQ.

Thus we have
(ii) grE(8(s)RicD) (n (Xr), n(X.»

=gr.gaPgQ«8(s)RD) (n(Xr) , n(Xa»n(Xp), n(X.».

Let s=n(Y) EYGJ) be a t. p. f. of iJ with the characteristic form ([Js.

Then, by Lemmas and Propositions insection 2, we have
(fJ(s)RD) (n(Xr) , n(Xa»n(Xp)

= (8(s) Dhr(Dxan (Xp» +Dxr «8(s) Dhan(Xp»
- (fJ(s) D)xa (Dxrn (Xp» -DXa «8(s) Dhrn (Xp»

=([Js(Xr) . (Dxan(Xp» +([Js(q(Dxan(Xp») ·n(Xr)
+Dxr{([Js(Xa) ·n(Xp) +([Js(Xp) ·n(Xa )}

-([Js (Xa) • (Dxrn (Xp) ) -([Js (q (Dxrn (Xp) » .n (Xa)
- D Xa {(j?s(Xr) ·n(Xp) +([Js(Xp) ·n(Xr)}

= (DXr([Js) (Xa) ·n(Xp) + (Dxr([Js) (Xp) ·n(Xa)
- (Dxa(j?s) (Xr) ·n(Xp) - (Dxa([Js) (Xp) ·n(Xr)·
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Thus we have
grSgaPgQ((e(s) Rn) (n(Xr), n(Xa»n(Xp), n(Xs»

= - (q-1) grS(Dxrf{!s) (Xs )

= (q-l) {of{!s-f{!s (H)},
where 0 denotes the adjoint operator of d.

By (~~), we have

grS(B(s) Ricn) (n (Xr), n (Xs» = (q-1) . {of{!s-f{!s (H)}.
If 3 is harmonic, qz2, and B(s)Ricn=O, then we have that o'Ps=

O. By Proposition 2, we have that od (divns) =0, which implies divnS
= constant. Again, by Propostion 2, we have that 'Ps =0. Thus s is
a t. a. f. of;]. By Theorem 2, s is a t. K. f. of;].

Addendum of the preceding paper [6J appeared in J. Korean Math.
Soc. 25 (1988).

First of all, we have to correct Theorem 2.7 in [6, pp. 88J: (iv)
in Theorem 2. 7 should be read that if s is a t. p. f. of 3 then

(*) Jns=Dq(r)s+Pn(s)- q~l gradn divnS.

This is a printing mistake.
Next, we will give a proof of the following Theorem:

THEOREM C. Let (M, g, 3) be as Theorem A, and s be a t. p.f. of
3. Suppose that 3 is harmonic. If Pn is non-positive everywhere and
negative for at least one point of M, then s=O.

Proof of Theorem C. Since we have that Tr(An(s)An(s» =Tr(tAn

(s)An(s» + ~ .Tr ((An(s) -tAn(s) )2) and, by Theorem 4.1 in [6J,

fM{gQ(Pn(S) , s) +Tr(An(s)An(s» - (divnS)2} dM=O, we have

«Pn(S) , s»+ ~fMTr( (An(s) -tAn(s) )2)dM

+fMTr (tAn(s) An(s»dM-fM(divns) 2 dM=O.

Here, «u, v)) = fMgQ (u, v)dM for any u, vE r(Q). By the fact that

fMTr(tAn(s)An(s» dM=«Ds, Ds)) and (UnS, s))=«Ds, Ds)) ([6J), we

have
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«PD(S) , s»+ ~fMTr((AD(s) -tAD(s»)2)dM

+«LfDS, s»-f M(divDs) 2 dM=O.

Since S is a t. p. f. of [f and [f is harmonic, by the equalities:

«gradDdivvs,s»=-fM(divvs)2 dM ((3.3) in [6J) and (*), we have

O=«PD(S), s»+ ~fMTr ( (AD(s) -tAD(s) )2)dM

+«Lfvs, s»-f M(divDs)2dM

=2«PD(S) , s»+ ~fMTr( (AD(s) -tAD(s) )2)dM

- q-1f (divvs)2dM.
q+l M

By the assumption of PD, we have that «PD(s), s»~O. Since AD(s)-

tAD(s) is a skew-symmetric operator, we have that fM Tr((AD(s)

tAD(S»)2)dM~O. Thus we have that «PD(S) , s»=O. Therefore, we
have that s=o.
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